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NEEDED FUNCTIONS, KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS FOR
.. HOSPITAL EDUCATION. DIRECTORS IN THE 1980'S: A DELPHI STUDY

I

v

,
Abstract

litilizing' 50ified Delphi technique, this stilrdy

%
identifi d and prioritized the ten highest rated functi,ons,

\

ten hig4es ra-ted knowledge and nine highest rated skills

needed by the bospital educator in the 1980's. It also
,

prquced modal ensensus regarding the priority of the

statements, minor.' opinion from those not joining consensus

and appropriate learn ng approaches for acquiring needed

knowledgiand skills. he study concluded that hospital \

education directors need prepare now for inevitable

technological changes, shou d become informed f the highest

should acquire

this information in ways.that 'are practical an1 job related.

prfority function,,knowledge and skills, and,
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,
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NEEDED FUNCTIONS, KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS FOR
HOSPITAL EDUCATION DIRECTORS IN THE 1980'S: A DELPHI STUDY

.-
The modern hospital administrator is frequently faced

with a vexing, gge-old problem when it comes to approving

staff training activities of'the hospital educator - how to._

know what is needed? The problem of needs assessmerit is '

critical in today's fast changing world. With change oc-

curring on a daily basis and obsolescence an occupationalI, 4.

hazard, it becomes all the more critical to be able, to

determine future as well as current needs.

As'suming that the administrator is sure of the continu-

ing education needs of the staff, a second, equally important

question must be answered - what is the best method of ac-

quiring this information?

Purposes of the Study

The purposes of this study were to 1) determine the

common functions, knowledge and skills which hospital edu-
,

cation directors would need to perform their jobs adequately

in th,e 198.0's and, 2) to deterMine the learning approaches
,

p

most appropriate in obtaining the most important knowledge

and skills.

4-
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Methodology .

0

The Del_phi Technique was selected as'the appropriate
)

vehicle for determining'not only,the functions, knowledge

and skills needed for:hospital educators, but also to detTr-vor

mine the most appropriate learning approadies.

\

-
, e

The Delphi TeChnique was dev'eloped by Olaf Helme'r
1

(1) and his associates at the RAND Corporation in the 1950's.

It is a method which ". . provides for an.imper oni0
,

.

anonymous setting in which opinions can be voice without
,

bringing the 'experts' together in any kind of face-to-face
, k

confrontation." (2) The technique seeks to collect opinions
.,

on a specific problem and, thiough a series of questionnaires,

produce a convergence of group consensus. Using a previously

developed modification of the Delphi Technique, (3) this study

I
generated a prioritized list of functions, knowledge and

i

skills for the hosp4t 1 education director of fthe 1980's and

the most appropriate earning approaches to obtain this in-

formation.

Specifically, this study utilized a seOes, of four question-

naires. The first questionnaire solicited responses to the fol-

lowing three questions:

1. What functions do you foresee as the most

ipportant for the Director of Hospital._ Education

i
within the next five years?

2. What *nowledge do you foresee as the most

Wortant for the'Director of Hospital Educationin the

next five years?
6
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3. What skills do you foresee as the most important

for the Director of Hospital Education within the next

five years?

Responses from Qu4stionnaire I were edited, tabulated

and listed. This list provided the basis for Questionnaire II.

In the second questionnaire, respondents were ask4d io

rate each listed item on 'a five point rating scale. This

rating was to determine the relative importance of each

item. Questionnaire III was similar Questionnaire II

except that modal consensus for each item was indicated.

Respondents were aked either to join consensus or to list

the reason they wished to retain their ranking of the in-

dividual item. Questionnaire IV asked resliondents to choose

those learning experiences they felt most appropriate to

acquire information concerning the "highest prior'ity"

knowledge and skill statements as generated through the

previous three questionnaires.

The Study Population

A key factor in any Delphi Study is the qualification

of the populaiibn selected to receive the questionnair7.

For this study, it was agreed that the American Society of

Health, Manpower, Education anditTraining would, by the nature

of the organization, be a logical organization.to contact to

gain access to those engaged in the various'allied health

professions. Accordingly, 253 members of the Society who
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attended a recent annual.convention were contacted by letter

and asked if they would be willing to participate in this

itudy. Of this number, 177 agreed to participate, thus

comprising the study population. Oni4hundred twenty seven

of the 177 (71.7%) coMpleted'all four rounds of quetfon-

na-ires.
40.

Data Collection

.The number of individuals whO. completed ea'ch successive

questionnaire predictably lessened witn each ro4did of ques-

tioning.. Of the 177 who agreed to p'articipate, 127-(71.7%)
1

completed all four questionnaires. This percentage was

considered .by the researchers to be good considering the

following:

1. Mailed questionnaires norMally have received

a low percentage of returns.

2. Four separate mail'idgs were administered 'over

a six month period of time (January to June),

3. A majority of the .Delphi Studies showed a

sizable drop in returns after tne second and

third round of questibning,

4. The questionnaires, particulany Questionnaire II,

were very time'-consuming.
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Result(

The summary of responses generated from Questionnaire I

were categorized into aforementioned groupings of functions,

knowledge and skill's needed by thee Director of Hospital

tducation in.the 1980's. Becaus'e of the volume of responses

in each categor there were many duplicating statements on

Questi.onhaire I. These statements were edited by the re-

seauh4s to form 66 function statements, 69 knowledge

statements and 70 skill statements.- These statements formed

the basis for the next round of questioming-,

Questionnaire II asked respondents to priOritize the

statements using the following five point scale:

1. = Highest priority

2. = Wove average priority

3: = Average priority

4. = Below average priority

5. = Lowest prioritx

Table I 'shows the "hfghest priority" rated statements

for eacti category. Also listed in this Table are the mean,

and standard deviation for each statement as compiled from ,

Questionnaire III. Priority was determined by mod41 con-

sensus. That is, a statement was categorized as "highest

priority" when the frequency ef responses was greatest in

.that particulae category.

, tfc

vt54,'i
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. It is interesting to note that of the 205 function,

knowledge' and skill statements originally generated through

Questionnaire I, a total of 29 (ten filnction, een knowledge

and nine skilA) statements received a rating of "highest

priority."
.

Only two statements received a rating of 4 (below
\

'average priority) and five statements received a rating of

5 (lowest priority).

Insert Table 1 here
..

Questionnaire II., indicating modal consensus as well

. .

as each indivistual's response to each statement was sent to

the respondents. They were asked to either join consensus

or establish a minority opinion by writing their reasons

for dissensus. The rate of consensus on all statements

listed'in Questionnaire II was 81.03%.

'Minority Opinion from Those Not Joining Consensus

Minority hpidion revealed a keen understanding of the

Ai.

,

function of the hospital admiriistrator. Those statements

receiving the largest amo7t of dissentimg opinion are'

presented in Table 2% This Table presedts the nine state-

ments (three functions, three kDowledge and three skill)
i
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which received the largest amount of dissenting opinion§,
-

general reasont for dissensus, standard devjation and the ,

consensus rating for each statement.

;

Insert Table 2 here

Appropriate Learning Approaches
-S

Quest,ionnaire IV consisted of 19 statements, nine of

. which were skills and ten of which were knowledge. These.

.
statements were rated as being of the "highest" priority

f

,

by the participaras. The
4

purpose of Questionnaire IV was

. p) identify learning experiences which would enable hospital

education directors,to learn each of the knowledge and skill

statements listed. Intluded-for the convenience,and utili-

zatidn.qf the study.participants was a list of fifteen

learning approaches. The participants were asked to choose

, the most appropriate learning approaches whfch would assist

with the acquisition of the needej knowledge or skill. ,

Tables 3 and 4 show respectively the highest-rated know-

ledge and skill statements, the most frequently selected

training approach to acquire that knowledge or skill and
,

the percentage of participants selecting the training ap-

proach...

,
Insert Tables 3 Sc4 here

iu,
,

,

or
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ConClusIo'ns

This Delphi Study was designed to determine the functions,

knowledge and skills that Hospital Education.' Director would

need in the 1980's.

The findings o'f the study led the researchers to offer

the following syggestions:

1. Hospital Education Directors should pre'pare'now

(' for the many technological changes that will impact,

on the educators role or that of the education de-.

partment. How the educator will cope with the changing

needs of tile hospital staff also.should be considered,.

2. Competency in diplomacy, promotion of a separate

and budgeted education department for the entire insti-

tution,-and skills to integrate the educational and

institutional goals of the hospital will aid the

hospital education director in promoting the,program

both to other hospital personnel as well as the com-

munity at large. Knowledge of institutional, at-

titudinal and behavioral change processes will also

assist the hospital educator to promote the success-

ful dev.alopmerit of the department.

3. Training approaches designed to teach the recom-

mended knowledge and skills should be practical,

involving internships and other on-the-job experiences.

Human relations skills, and the knowledge of individual
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c,ounsel.ingv, and gnoup process will ai:d the

hospital ,educati.on director's effectiveness

,

in developing set4vices to the institution.

Coxrespondence courses, theses, or doctoral

e type dissertations should not be considered,

in and'of thernelves, as appropriate training

. appro-aches to teach the *nec-essary knowledge

-and skills

,

a`
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Table' I
,

.

Highest Priority
4
Function, Knowledge and Skiil Statemints

^withsMean, and Standard Deviation

FUNCTIONS:. Mean \ S.D.

1. Wor,kin with Adminis- 1.26 .,610

tration to implement and
-- dissemincite Human Resource

'Developmeht'skills to
Dept: Heads. .

2. Involvement in orienViation 1.26
programs to include the
spectrum of all personnel

.742

3. To recruit competent : 1.27 .66,3

instructors

4. To evaluate program goals 1.27 .783
and objectives

5. To be a specialist in 1.29 .732
A media techniques

6. To report to the Chief 1.31
Admin. on all educational'
policy and development

.745

7. To develop program goals 1.32 .774
and objectives

8. To help management in 1;38 .902
the implementation of
planned chAnge through
effective educatioftal
development

9. To identify, assess
and evaluate the ed-
ucational needs of
the institution

10. To have an established
separate department of
education with an

.Apstablished budget

1.47 1.05

1.50- ,1.18

4

<3
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Table I (cont.)

KNOWLEDGE:
.

1. Knowledge of diplomacy

2. Knowledge af'line and
staf functions .

3. Knawledge of how to
dccomplishbattitudinal
and'behavioral change

4. Knowledge of
t:
what community

resburces arid hospital re-
sources are available tb
the Director of Hospital
Education,

5. Knowledge of adult
education and how to
make it more inter-
esting

6. .Knowledge of the change
process and how to use it

7. :Knowledge of overall goals
of the hospital

8. KnoLedge of long range
planning opportunities
for the Hospital Edu-
cator

9. Knowledge of group
leadership concepts

10. Common sense

SKILLS:

1. Skill in integrating
. higher education trends

with hospital education

.2. to have group processing
skills

Mean' S.D.

1.26 .651

1..27 ..673

1.29 .748

1.31 .774

1.33 .764

'

1.34
r-

.827

1.37 1.00

1.38 .650

i 1.38 .664

1.45 1.21 .

Mean S.D.

1.28

.

1.30 .594
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,, , Table I (cont.) 6

,

.&'

SKI.LVS (cont., ): nap S.D%.

... .-'
._,

I.

..,3. Skill to develpp programi, 10
th4,t keep abreast with the
changes in the hosPital

, ..,.

Skill to:delegate -. '1.31 .770
- ..,

respnsibility . 4. .

1)
A' :, f . '' d .

5: Skill to train others 1:32 ;717

to betrainers
,,

G. Skill in'selling edu- 1.3 .789 t

'catipnal programs to
administration

6
1-4

7. Skillz inrelating 1.35 .814

edUoftion t6 overall
i'

institutional qoals

8.. Skills in thinking 1.43 1,.16

. critically, objectively, ,
A

creatively, and con-
.

ceptually
e

. Human relation skills

Table,2

1.74 1133.1,.

'SUmmary of Dissensus on Questionnaie It.T. ,

S.D. Consensus
Rating

1. TC) HA7i'A KEEN UNDERSTANDINq
4.

' OF ADULT EDUCATTOWMETHODOLOGY .723 3

f 4 ,

General Reas9ns for Dissensus

Fortyr-four participant's rated this iteth higher than the consensus
and thirty-three rated_it lower,. Several respondents contended
that the H15spital tduCation Director's position could,not,be as-
sumed by an administrator,because$it,would require hiS'entire ,4
day. Otherg stated hat. a,ccess to theadministrator is absolute-

.
ly essential and that sual apersonwi an eduation'background
could-=benefit the eduication department.

,

FUN:ET IONS t

1

o .

1

e
.1

s,

4



Table 2 (cont.)

2. TO DEVELOP C.E.U. PROGRAMS .723 3

General AeasonS for Dissensus -

Sixty-six participants rated this item higher than the consen-'
sus while twenty-three rate it lower. Oenerally, the entire

'group saw the need for CEU programs but to incorporate them with-
in the Education Department was widely contested. One respondent
stated "relicensing is the function of an individual's profession
while'daily training.of hospital personnel is the function of
the Education Department." Another said "CEU's should be admin-,-
istered in the hospital rather -Ulan sending people to academic
institutions."

3. TO PLAN ALL EDUCATIONAL GOALS
N THE HOSPITAL . 1.09

General' Reasons for Dissensus

Seventy-seven people rated this item lower Ulan consensus. Inter-
estingly, most of those (../ho dissented stated that it was unreal-
istic for the education director to plan all educational gbals
in the hospital. One respondent added that the education direc-
tor "should act aSa. consultant to the different departments on
educational matters." Another maintained that the individual de-:"

partrents each set their own goals and the education department
hels. them reach those goals.

KNOWLEDGE:

1. MASTER'S DEGREE IN BUSINESS .724

General Reasons for Dissensus

3

Thirty-six participants rated this item higher than the consensus
while forty-six rated it lower. Many of those who responded either
way agreed that a blend of education and business would be extreme-
ly necessary. Of this blend one participant uggested the ingre-
dients to be comprised of "medicine, education, and management."

2. MASTER'S DEGREE IN ADULT
EDUCATION 1.05 1

General Reasons for Dissensus

Sixty-two persons disagreed with the consensus and rated it lower.
Some felt it to be inadequate to handle the job as Hospital Edu-
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Table 2 (cont.)

ion Director. Another participant stated "it is a tgorthless
de ree which cannot-adequately prepare one for the ri.dr of
da lyfoperations in the education department." 0 rs s ated
that this degree is to6r academically oriented and that transfer
of relevant experiences to the hospital setting uld be diffi-
cult. .

3. KNOWLEDGE OF THE OTHER .

DISCIPLINES IN THE HOSPITAL 1.11

General Reasons'f6i. Dissensus

Sixty partiipants rated this item higher than the consensus
while fourt6en rated it lower. 'Most of those who rated this
item higher stated that if the education department it to survive
it must have a working knowledge of each of the disciplines it
Intends to serve. Another stated "how can you work with a dis-
cipline and not know anything about it?"

3

SKILLS:

1. TO HAVE COST ACCOTNTABILITY
SKILLS 1.15 3

----

General Reasons for ,Disensus -
to
t".1.

Seventy-one participants rated this item higher while only eight
rated it lower. Several participants stated that this item is
of the highest priority in' order to accurately develop .the edu-
cation budget. Other respOndents asked how one could not be
concerned with cost accountability in lieu of the escalating
health-care cost. One participant maintained that "if you want
to get your budget approved you'd better know how to account for
what.you ask."

2. SKILLS AS A CLINICIAN .890 3

General Reasons for Dissensus

Thirty-eight respondents rated this item hiaher while forty-eight
rate it lower. Many of those who rated it lower contended that
the education director can't be everything to everyone. Others
stated that the expertise of the educator in the hospital would
be his skills in, coordinating and directing the educational af- .

fairs of the-hospital.



e 2 (cont.)

3: THE DIRECTOR ,SHOULD HAVE A
/2

BUSINESS RAVER THAN AN
EDUCATIONAL ORIENTATION .752 3

General Reasons for Disse-nsus -

Twenty-three respondents rated this item higher than the qánsensus
while sixty-eight persons rated it lower: One'individual tatede
that "while it's helipful to know good business practices it's
not the job of the Hospital Education Director to become a busi-
nessman." On the other hand, another participant stated "if edu-
cation in the hospital is to survive in h deparfmental form it
Must increasingly lean toward a business philosophy and orienta-
tion."

Table 3

Highest Rated Knowledge Statements with Correponding
Training Approach and Percentage of Consensus

Highest Rated'Knowledge Training Approach
Chosen

Pct.a

1. Cormon senie

2. Knowledge of overail.
goals of the hospital

3, Knowledge of community
and hospital resources

. Knowledge of the change
process'and'how to use
it

5. Knowledge adult edu-
cation and how to make
it interesting

6. Knowledge of how
accomplish attitudinal
and behavioral4change

7. Knowledge of c4roup
leadership concepts

Observation 49.6

- Informal discussion '71.4
with practitioners

Informal discussion 48.0
with practitioners

, Traditional CI-ass -42A

Seminar 39.1
Simulated materials 39.1

Sensitivity, human
rblations training

68.0

Traditional class 57.5

ii



TalS le 3 (cont.)

8. Knowledge of long-
range planning oppor-
tunities'fok the hos-
pital educator

9. Knowledge of diplomacy

10. Knowledge of line and
staff functions

Participation in
professional groups

48.4

Sensitivity, human 80.2
relations training

Internship 51.2

a Percent of respondents choosing this training approach.

Table 4

Highest Rated Skill Statements witleotrsponding Training
Approach and' Percentage of Consensus

Highest Rated Skill Training Approach Pct.a
Chosen

1. Skill in thinking criti-.
cally, objectively, cre-
atively, and conceptually

2. Skill in relating educa-
tion to overall insti-
tutional goals

3. Skill in selling edu-
_

catiOnal programs to
administration

4. Skill to delegate
responsibility

5. Human relations skills

6. Skill to develop
programs that keep
abreast with changes
in the hospital

Simulated materials
and/or experiences

48.8

Informal discussion ..64.5

with practitioners

Informal discussion 57.5
'with practitioners

Internship

Sensitivity or
human relations
training

57.5

83.0

Participate in pro- 47.0
fessional groups and
organizations .
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Table 4 (cont.)

7. Skill to train others to
to be trainers

8. Skill in integratiml
higher education trends
with hospital education

9.' Group processing skill

c
Traditional class 47.2

Participate in pro- 53.8
fessional groups and
organizations

0

Sensitivity or human 57.0
relations training

Percent of respbndents choosing this training approach.

1
t

t

,

,

t

,

1

2 I.

%
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